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Abstract—Image transformation refers to transforming images
from a source image space to a target image space. Contemporary
image transformation methods achieve this by learning coupled
dictionaries from a set of paired images. However, in practical
use, such paired training images are not easy to get especially
when the target image style is not fixed. Thus in most cases, the
reference is limited. In this paper, we propose a sparse repre-
sentation based framework of transforming images with limited
reference, which can be used for the typical image transformation
application, photo-sketch synthesis. In the learning stage, the
edge features are utilized to map patches between different
style images, thus building the coupled database for dictionary
learning. In the reconstruction stage, sparse representation can
well preserve the basic structure of image contents. In addition,
a texture synthesis strategy is introduced to enhance target-like
textures in the output image. Experimental results show that
the performance of our method is comparable to state-of-the-art
methods even with limited reference, which is very efficient and
less restrictive for practical use.

Index Terms—Image transformation, photo-sketch synthesis,
sparse representation, dictionary learning, reconstruction

I. INTRODUCTION

Image transformation has been extensively studied in the
last decade. Researchers find that many problems in computer
vision can be addressed as transforming images from one style
to another [1], i.e., cross-style transformation. The input and
output image are visually different, but have the same content
and are in registration with each other. It is worth pointing
out that in this context ”style” means a form of image instead
of a specific image type. Typical applications such as image
super-resolution [2], photo-sketch synthesis [3], and artistic
rendering [4] all belong to this category. Due to the fact that
cross-style image transformation is widely demanded, solving
this problem is of great practical importance. For example,
photo-sketch synthesis is very popular in the forensic area
for suspect identification. Besides, it can also help people
understand how we observe the same scene with distinctive
information physiologically.

We should note that the visual difference can be very large
between two styles of images regardless of the fact that they
describe the same scene. Therefore it is important to explore
the underlying relations between the two styles. Learning
approaches can be adopted to learn the underlying relations
from paired images so that we can predict the unknown images
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of target style from images in another style. The mapping
relations may be an explicit function mapping from input to
output, or implicitly expressed in the model. Various methods
are applied to construct such implicit model, based on which
existing image transformation methods can be divided into
three categories: Bayesian-based methods, subspace learning
methods, and sparse representation methods. Bayesian in-
ference framework [5] estimates the output target image in
a maximum a posteriori (MAP) way, which maximizes the
likelihood term and the prior term simultaneously. Although it
allows the flexibility of prior constraint, the model and model
parameters can be very complex. A representative subspace
learning work [6] assumes that the sketch and corresponding
photo share the same linear combination coefficients. As a
matter of fact, most methods assume that both sides of the
transformation share the same linear combination of weights.
The problem is the number of combinations is usually fixed,
which is not true in most cases. Sparse representation based
methods [3] adaptively decompose the input image and re-
construct it on the learned coupled dictionaries. Mapping
relations are built directly on the sparse domain. The simplicity
and effectiveness of sparse representation make it popular for
image transformation.

However, all of these methods assume the existence of an
external paired dataset for training without considering the fact
that paired training images are not easy to get. It is often the
case that people see a target style image and they want to
transform their own image into the same style with the target
image. Thus in most situations, the reference is limited, leaving
the aforementioned methods helpless.

In this paper, we develop a general sparse representation
based method for image transformation with limited reference
and apply it to photo-sketch synthesis. Our contributions are
threefold.

1) First, we show that when the reference is very limited,
i.e., an external coupled database is inaccessible, we
can still build a learning database. The edge features
are utilized to map patches between different style
images, thus building the coupled database for dictionary
learning.

2) Second, we propose a general framework for image
transformation with limited reference which can be eas-
ily extended to current image transformation methods.

3) Third, we integrate the advantages of both sparse
representation-based and example-based methods.
Sparse representation can well preserve the basic
structure of image contents during reconstruction
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and example-based methods provide more target-like
textures. Hence, on the basis of sparse representation,
we attach more details to the base structure layer with
exemplar textures.

At last, the proposed method is applied to photo-sketch
synthesis to demonstrate its effectiveness.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we address
the limited reference problem in Section II, Section III de-
scribes how to build a coupled dictionary by mapping between
different style images. Then a general framework for image
transformation with limited reference is provided in Section
IV. Experimental results are shown in Section V. Finally,
concluding remarks are given in Section VI.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Conventional sparse representation based image transforma-
tion methods generate a target image y from a corresponding
input source x. They are usually composed of two stages, the
learning stage and the reconstruction stage. In the learning
stage, external image pairs (e.g., low-res and high-res image
pairs and photo-sketch pairs) {X,Y } are trained based on
sparse representation. That is,

Dx = argmin
Dx

{X −DxΓ}22 + λ||Γ||1,

Dy = argmin
Dy

{Y −DyΓ}22 + λ||Γ||1,
(1)

where Dx and Dy are coupled dictionaries, and Γ denotes
the sparse coefficients. Specifically, the underlying relations
between training image pairs are learned in the sparse domain
during training process. Therefore, in the reconstruction stage,
an input source image x is first sparse coded in the source style
dictionary Dx with coefficient γ, which relates the source style
and the target style because they share the same coefficients in
the sparse domain. So the output target image corresponding
to the input source can be predicted by enforcing the sparse
code γ to the target style dictionary Dy , y = Dyγ.

Fig. 1. Simulated scenario vs. real-world scenario. Here we take photo-
sketch synthesis and image super-resolution as examples. Regarding the
transformation problem itself, most methods assumed existence of an external
paired training set. However, we observe that in real-world applications,
reference is as limited as in the top-right part of the figure.

As illustrated in Fig.1, the top-left part of the figure de-
scribes how external database facilitates the reconstruction
process in conventional transformation methods. However, the
fact is, in real-world applications, it is often the case that we
only have limited reference, i.e., the top-right part in Fig.1.
This means if there is a target style image z, we want to
transform the input source image x into the same style with
z. Frequently, there are no external database like {X,Y } to
train dictionaries. Plus, z is not necessarily x’s counterpart. We
know it is critical to build mapping relations between different
style images. But in this circumstance, there are no image pairs
to train such mapping relations. Thus the problem is how to
learn the relation between different styles under the limited-
reference situation. We will elaborate on this problem in the
following section.

III. HOW TO MATCH IMAGE PATCHES OF DIFFERENT
STYLE?

It is very difficult to learn mappings between inconsistent
single images unless we can build corresponding training
pairs with them. Hence, our solution to the limited-reference
problem is creating a paired image patch database from the
limited reference. It leaves us to find similar patches between
x and z, i.e., the source input image and the target style image.
These similar patches, or nearest neighbors (NNs) should meet
the following requirement, distributed in different styles but
similar in content. For a patch in the source image, we cannot
simply search its nearest neighbor in measure of pixel-wise
difference because the visual difference can be very large
between two styles of images. Therefore we need to develop
a feature that can relate the true similar image patches of
different style.

Intuitively, we come up with the edge feature to relate
two style images. It origins from the observation that edges
rarely decay between styles since they are the most important
features for visual cognitive tasks. In other words, edges are
style-invariant for most instances. Another reason is relative to
the a recent work [7], which suggests that it is possible to build
a dictionary for edge patches as opposed to intensity patches.
It improves the computational speed and memory requirement
without noticeable loss of performance.

These facts motivate us to build a dictionary for coupled
edge patches with the limited reference. To build edge patch
based dictionary, edge preserving filters are applied on refer-
ence images. The smoothed image is subsequently subtracted
from the original image to obtain an edge image which
captures the edges well. Therefore edge features can be used
to map patches between different style images for coupled
dictionary learning. In this work we suggest using the guided
image filter [8]. Let g be the image to be filtered and h be the
filtered output. Using the input image as guidance image I ,
the filtering output at a pixel i can be expressed as a weighted
average:

hi = ΣjWi,j(I)gj , (2)

where i and j represent pixel indexes. The filter kernel Wi,j
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is a function of the guidance image, taking the form as:

Wi,j =
1

|ω|2
∑

k:(i,j)∈ωk

(1 +
(Ii − µk)(Ij − µk)

σ2
k + ϵ

) (3)

where µk and σk denote the mean and the variance of I in
a r × r window ωk. Pixel k is the center of window ωk and
|ω| stands for the number of pixels in this window. ϵ is a
smoothness parameter. To demonstrate how the filter kernel
preserve edges of I in the output, we take a 1-D step edge for
example. If Ij and Ii are on the same side of an edge, (Ii −
µk)(Ij−µk) in Eq.(3) should have a positive sign. Otherwise,
it will be negative. Thus the term 1+

(Ii−µk)(Ij−µk)

σ2
k+ϵ

in Eq.(3),
is large for pixel pairs on the same side of the edge and small
for pixel pairs on the different side of the edge. Hence, edges
are distinguished by different pixel weights.

Fig. 2. Edge features are used to map patches between different style images
for coupled dictionary learning.

For an input source image x, we use Eq.(2) to get a filtered
output xf . Afterwards, it is subtracted from the original image
to obtain an edge image, xe = x − xf , which captures the
edges well. In the same way, we can get the edge image of
the target image, ze.

With the edge images, we can implement the patch matching
on them. Mean squared error (MSE) is a widely used distance
measure to evaluate similarity of image patches. But the
pixel-wise similarity measure is not able to reflect intrinsic
image structures, which is a main defect especially when the
reference images are just rough edge maps. To solve this
problem, we utilize the gradient mean square error, or GMSE
for short. Let p be a patch in xe, and q be a patch in ze. The
similarity criterion D(p, q) is defined as:

D(p, q) = ||p− q||22 + η||∇p−∇q||22. (4)

where ∇ is the gradient operator and η is a weighting param-
eter. It emphasizes on both intensity and structure similarity,
which is important for our content-oriented matching process.
As can be seen from Fig.2, even with single and inconsistent
image reference, we are still able to build corresponding image
pairs.

Fig.2 depicts the dictionary learning process with the
mapped patches. First, the target style image (e.g., a sketch
photo) and the source input image are used to generate edge
features with guided image filtering. Then, similar patches of
two style images are mapped in measure of gradient MSE on
edge features. At last, coupled dictionaries are learned on the
paired image patches.

IV. THE GENERAL FRAMEWORK FOR IMAGE
TRANSFORMATION

After we trained coupled dictionaries with limited reference,
we show how our proposed algorithm can be modified to work
with conventional cross-style transformation methods. Apart
from the dictionary learning part, the remaining reconstruction
stage has been explored by various methods [2], [3]. These
methods devoted in finding the complex mapping function
between styles. Undoubtedly, more accurate mappings lead to
better reconstruction performance. So the basic structures of
the reconstructed images are well preserved. However, we can
not deny that the sparse representation process is compromised
of some details for approximate solution. It explains the
fact that sparse representation based methods smoothed more
details than texture synthesis methods.

Considering this issue, we propose a general framework
for image transformation, which integrates the advantages of
both sparse representation based methods and synthesis based
methods.

Fig.3 is the work-flow of the proposed framework. As can
be seen, two kinds of reconstruction contribute to the final
result. On the basis of the learned coupled dictionaries, the
input source image is sparse coded to get a sparse coefficient
vector. Then the coefficient vector is multiplied by the target
style dictionary, recovering the structural layer of the to-be-
transformed image. On the other hand, texture features are
extracted from the target style image and then synthesized to
the structure layer. In this way, we incorporate the benefits of
both methods.

Fig. 3. Two-step image reconstruction of the general image transformation
framework.

Specifically, we just use the plain sparse representation
framework here. But the fact is either the semi-coupled dictio-
nary learning framework in [3] or the coupled dictionary based
framework [2] can replace the sparse representation part and
work well. We even test linear embedding method framework
on this framework and it turns out that our method is very
adaptive and flexible.

As for the synthesis method, we use a simple texture transfer
method in [9]. Texture transfer, as it indicates, transfer the
sample texture to the target image. This is done by considering
how well a block corresponds to the target image. In terms
of the Markov model, this means adding more information
to each state (location in the synthetic image). In addition
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Fig. 4. Subjective experimental results. (a) Ground truth. (b) Wang et al.’s method [5] without MRF. (c) Wang et al.’s method [5] with MRF. (d) SCDL. (e)
The proposed method.

to finding blocks that matches well in the region of overlap,
blocks must also have high correspondence with the target
image. In this way, textures are attached to the structural layer.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate the efficiency of the our method, the proposed
framework is applied to the typical cross-style transformation
application, photo-sketch synthesis. Here we conduct photo-
sketch face synthesis on the CUFS Database 1. Sketches
which are often drawn by artists have significantly different
appearance from the original photos.

Fig. 5. Target image and test input source images from the CUFS database.

We test the proposed method on photo images with a sketch
image as target (see Fig.5, the left one serves as target and the
right ones are input images). For each input, a coupled edge
patch based dictionary is learned separately. The patch size is
7× 7 and the overlap between patches is [5, 5]. We compare
our method with two state-of-the-art methods, Wang et al.’s
method [5] and SCDL [3].

Fig.4 shows subjective results on two test photo images.
Note the highlighted part in the comparing images. In contrast
with the fully referenced methods, our algorithm achieves
similar results with SCDL and outperforms Wang et al.’s
method as well. Note that, owing to the texture transfer

1http://mmlab.ie.cuhk.edu.hk/archive/facesketch.html

process, the reconstructed image by the proposed method
presents more target-like details.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a sparse representation based
framework of transforming images using limited reference and
applied it to photo-sketch synthesis. In the learning stage, we
managed to build the coupled database for dictionary learning
by mapping patches between different style images. In the
reconstruction stage, a texture synthesis strategy is introduced
to improve the basic structure image layer. Experimental
results show that the performance of our method is comparable
to state-of-the-art methods even with limited reference.
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